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Eligibility Expansion: Libraries and Museums

Catherine Devine
Eligibility Expansion: Public Libraries & Public Museums

We have exciting news about the expansion of our nonprofit programs. As of **October 17, 2022, all public libraries and public museums** are now eligible for nonprofit discounts and grants for Microsoft cloud technology, including Microsoft 365, Azure, Dynamics 365, and Power Apps. In addition, we now have solutions built specifically for the nonprofit sector in the Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit, including Fundraising and Engagement, Volunteer Management, and Volunteer Engagement.

Public libraries and public museums play a critical role in the preservation and enrichment of cultural heritage around the world and provide critical social infrastructure services. And, like most organizations, they are being asked to do more with less. These community-based organizations need affordable modern technology and consistent licensing.

Customers will also have access to our on-premises licenses for computer labs and other public-access devices. Grants of Office Standard, Windows Professional, Project Standard, Publisher, Visio Standard, and Visual Studio Pro are available for shared-device scenarios (computer training labs, for example) and are available only from TechSoup.
Libraries and museums that do not yet have a Microsoft 365 account can apply at [http://aka.ms/nonprofitgetstarted](http://aka.ms/nonprofitgetstarted). These organizations will have to register and be deemed eligible for nonprofit offers from Microsoft.

Libraries and museums that already have a Microsoft 365 account and who want to gain access to the Nonprofit offers can use the ‘Sign In’ option to convert the account to a Nonprofit account.

Learn more about the program by reading the blog [Microsoft expands nonprofit discounts and grants to public libraries and public museums - Microsoft On the Issues](https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2022/03/10/microsoft-expands-nonprofit-discounts-and-grants-to-public-libraries-and-public-museums/).
Partner Spotlight

Wanjiku Munyaka - Microsoft

Themba Tom Ntuli – Qode Health Solutions
Data that lays the Foundation for Impactful HIV Response
Cloud analytics enables resilient transformation for organizations:

- Implement insights-driven decisions in minutes
- Only pay according to critical business needs
- Reduce high CAPEX projects to increase cost savings

Azure Synapse enables:

- Limitless scale from warehouse to data lakes, provisioned or serverless, and intelligently optimized workload performance
- Integrated BI and machine learning drives insight for all users
- A consistent version of data for everyone, with zero management and maintenance
- Integrate operational and analytical
- Sensitive data protected in real time and privacy features at no extra cost
Nonprofit news tip

Risa Coleman
Consider reviewing these websites to stay current on wider nonprofit trends impacting your organizations.

Australia: ACNC Data | ACNC

Canada: What is the difference between a registered charity and a non-profit organization? - Canada.ca

Germany: Top 35 Charities in Germany | MoneyTransfers.com, Charitable organisations in Germany: overview | Practical Law (thomsonreuters.com)

New Zealand: Charities Services | About the Charities Register

The Netherlands: New study reveals charitable giving trends in 6 European nations – EFA | European Fundraising Association (efa-net.eu)

US: The Chronicle of Philanthropy

UK: 2022 Charity Sector Trends | Charities Blog | CAF (cafonline.org)
Questions?
Join our community

Step 1: Go to the Partners for Social Impact Community at [https://aka.ms/JoinPSI](https://aka.ms/JoinPSI)

Step 2: Sign in and join as a member to gain access to public discussions and content.

Step 3: Access the gated content by requesting access here. Look for “partner readiness.”

Step 4: Upon verification, you will gain access to gated conversations and content under “partner readiness.”

Step 5: Click on “partner readiness” and find the latest thread discussing partner readiness materials and our monthly community calls.
Join our community conversation

Discover the Microsoft Cloud for Nonprofit nonprofit hub

Empower nonprofit organizations with Microsoft tools and services get them to Register now

Learn more about our nonprofit product grants and discounts in our Frequently Asked Questions

Contact nonprofit support
Thank you!